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1. Introduction
In this paper, I argue that Takahashi’s（2008）proposal can capture the contrast
in the acceptability of multiple accusative object constructions with finite- and
infinitival- complements in Japanese, which would never be predicted by other
alternative analyses.
2. Multiple Accusative Object Constructions
2.1 Phenomena
In the literature, it has been observed that multiple accusative constructions（so-
called “double-o constructions”）are possible only in highly restricted contexts
（e.g. Harada 1973, Kuno 1973, Kuroda 1978, Shibatani 1978, among others）. For
example, the sentence in（1）, in which ame-no-naka-o is not an object, and the
sentence in（2）, in which two accusative Cases have distinct licensers, are
acceptable. On the other hand, the sentences in（3）-（4）, which are identified as
multiple accusative object constructions（henceforth MAOCs）, are all degraded in
acceptability: 
（1） Taro-ga  ame-no-naka-o kodomo-o  isya-ni  turetei-tta
Taro-Nom rain-Gen-in-Acc child-Acc doctor-to take-Past
‘Taro took his child to the doctor in the rain.’
（2） Taro-ga  Hanako-o  wain-o nomi-ni  saso-tta
Taro-Nom Hanako-Acc wine-Acc drink-Inf invite-Past
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‘Taro took Hanako out to drink wine.’
（3） ?? Taro-ga  Hanako-oi  [ti atama-o] tatai-ta
Taro-Nom Hanako-Acc head-Acc   hit-Past
‘Taro hit Hanako on the head.’
（4） ?? Taro-ga   Hanako-o  hon-o   yom-ase-ta
Taro-Nom Hanako-Acc  book-Acc read-Caus-Past
‘Taro made Hanako read a book.’
2.2 Previous Analyses and Their Problems
As stated in Kuroda（1978）and Saito and Hoshi（2000）, among others, two
kinds of constraints on double-o constructions have been proposed. One is the
“abstract”（or syntactic）constraint, which typically applies to a causative
sentence containing a transitive verb such as（4）. This constraint can account for
the fact that applying clefting to（4）is ungrammatical, as shown in（5）: since
the multiple occurrence of o in（4）is syntactically filtered out, clefting cannot be
applied to（4）. 
（5） *Taro-ga  Hanako-o  yom-ase-ta no-wa  hon-o da
Taro-Nom Hanako-Acc read-made C-Top  book-Acc is
‘It is a book that Taro made Hanako read.’
The other is the “surface”（or morphological）double-o constraint. In contrast
with（5）, the cleft sentence in（6a）is grammatical. This means that（6a）must
be derived from the sentence in（6b）. The unacceptability of（6b）is due to the
surface double-o constraint.
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（6） a. Taro-ga  Hanako-o  aruk-ase-ta no-wa hamabe-o da
Taro-Nom Hanako-Acc walk-made C-Top the beach-
Acc is
‘The place Taro let Hanako walk is the beach.’
b.??  Taro-ga Hanako-o hamabe-o aruk-ase-ta 
Shibatani（1978:262）proposes a “surface” Double-o Constraint,
whereby a sentence cannot contain more than one accusative object.
On the other hand, as observed by Harada（1973）and Hiraiwa（2002）,
the acceptability of MAOCs improves when they undergo such
operations as clefting or scrambling, as shown in（7）-（8）:
（7）［Taro-ga ti atama-o  tatai-ta no］-wa Hanako-oi da
Taro-Nom head-Acc hit-Past C -Top Hanako-Acc Cop
‘It is Hanako that Taro hit on the head.’
（8） Hanako-oi  Taro-ga   omoikkiri sude-de ti  atama-o tatai-ta
Hanako-Acc Taro-Nom hard  bare-hand-Ins  head-Acc hit-Past
‘Taro hit Hanako hard on the head with a bare hand.’
Hiraiwa（2002）points out that the acceptability of（7）and（8）is
not accounted for by Shibatani’s（1987）Double-o Constraint, since
in（7）and（8）there are two accusative objects in a sentence, which
should not be allowed according to the constraint. Within Chomsky’s
（1999）theory of phase and multiple spell-out, Hiraiwa（2002）
proposes the“surface”constraint stated in（9）for Japanese（see
Hiraiwa 2002 for details）:
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（9） More than one structural accusative Case cannot be morphologically
‘spelled-out’ via Spell-out within each phase. （Hiraiwa 2002）
Roughly put,（9）means that there should be only one structural accusative Case
per Spell Out. This formulation not only excludes the illicit sentences in（3）and（4）, but
also correctly captures the grammaticality of（7）and（8）, where the two
accusatives occur in distinct phases. 
Note, however, that there are sentences which are apparently difficult to capture
in terms of those previous analyses. Although some speakers do not accept them
for some reason, it should be noted that we can observe a nontrivial and consistent
contrast concerning the possibility of MAOCs in ECM constructions with finite
complements（（10a）,（11a））and ECM constructions with infinitival
complements（（10b）,（11b））: 
（10） a. * John-ga［sono ronbun-o keturon-o      tumaranai  to］omotte-iru
John-Nom the paper-Acc conclusion-Acc uninteresting-Pres C
think-Pres
‘John thinks the conclusion of the paper to be uninteresting.’
b. ?? John-ga［sono ronbun-o keturon-o      tumaranaku］omotte-iru
John-Nom the paper-Acc  conclusion-Acc uninteresting-Inf think-
Pres
‘John thinks the conclusion of the paper to be uninteresting.’
（11） a. * John-ga［kesa-no      Mary-o   yokogao-o  utukusii to］kanzi-ta
John-Nom this morning-Gen Mary-Acc profile-Acc beautiful C
feel-Past
‘John felt Mary’s profile to be beautiful this morning.’
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b. ?? John-ga［kesa-no       Mary-o  yokogao-o 
John-Nom this morning-Gen Mary-Acc profile-Acc 
utukusiku］kanzita
beautiful-Inf feel-Past
In（10a）and（11a）, which contain finite complement clauses, the MAOC is
ungrammatical. On the other hand, in（10b）and（11b）, which contain infinitival
complement clauses, the MAOC is allowed. This contrast leads us to the view that
the finiteness / nonfiniteness of the ECM complements is responsible for the
possibility / impossibility of MAOCs. 
One might argue that the unacceptability of（10a）is not due to the multiple
occurrences of accusative objects, but to the absence of a nominative phrase, based
on Shibatani’s（1978:256）assumption that a sentence must contain at least one
nominative phrase. However, the contrast between（12a）and（12b）shows that
this argument does not hold:（12a）, which contains a finite complement clause
and a nominative phrase, is still illicit, while（12b）, which contains an infinitival
complement clause and a nominative phrase, is better than（12a） . 
（12） a. * John-ga［CP wagakuni-o   keizai-o     mitoosi-ga        
John-Nom  our country-Acc  economy-Acc prospect-Nom
kurai to］omotte-iru   
bleak C  think-Pres
‘John thinks that the economy in our country looks bleak.’
b. ?? John-ga［CP wagakuni-o    keizai-o     mitoosi-ga        
John-Nom  our country-Acc economy-Acc prospect-Nom
kuraku］omotte-iru   
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bleak-Inf  think-Pres
Thus, it can be concluded that the unacceptability of（10a）and（11a）is not
simply due to the absence of a nominative phrase, but to the multiple occurrence of
accusative objects in finite ECM complements. In the next section, I claim that
Takahashi ’s（2008）proposal can account for the contrast in question.
Specifically, I argue that, given the Phase Impenetrability Condition and an
assumption concerning the phase edge, it follows that the “abstract” double-o
constraint applies to（10a）and（11a）, while the “surface” double-o constraint
applies to（10b）and（11b）. 
3. Proposed Analysis
In Takahashi（2008）, I propose（13）for the derivation of ECM constructions
with CP complements: 
（13） The Constraint on ECM Constructions with CP Complements:
The embedded subject must undergo raising to the edge of the CP phase.
Note here that the unmarked situation is that the EPP-feature of C can be satisfied
by one application of Move. That is, as long as there is no special requirement that
the EPP-feature must be satisfied by multiple application of Move（e.g. multiple
wh fronting in languages such as Bulgarian and Serbo-Croatian）, the Move
operation to satisfy the EPP-feature is applied only once, since one application of
Move is sufficient to satisfy the requirement of EPP. This follows from general
principle of economy which states that the derivation which involves fewer
operations is more economical than the derivation which involves more operations.
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I assume that CPs in Japanese choose the unmarked option, as in（14）:
（14） CPs in Japanese do not allow more than one edge.
To give an example, consider the sentences in（15a）-（15c）: 
（15） a. John-ga［CP Mary-o［TP Bill-ni   sonohon-o  age-ta］to］omotte-iru
John-Nom Mary-Acc  Bill-Dat the book-Acc give-Past C  think-Pres
‘John thinks Mary to give the book to Bill.’
b.?  Sono hon-oi［John-ga［CP Mary-o［TP Bill-ni ti age-ta］to］
omotte-iru
c.? Bill-nii［John-ga［CP Mary-o［TP t i sono hon-o  age-ta］to］
omotte-iru］
Scrambling of the objects in（15a）would degrade the acceptability of the
sentence, as shown in（15b）and（15c）. We can account for this fact in the
following way: although long scrambling has to employ an escape hatch, i.e. the
edge of CP, the edge is already filled by the exceptionally case-marked subject.  
Let us now see how the sentence in（10a）, repeated here as（16）, is accounted
for by the present analysis. 
（16） * John-ga［CP［TP sono ronbun-o keturon-o    tumaranai］to］
omotte-iru
John-Nom the paper-Acc  conclusion-Acc uninteresting-Pres C
think-Pres
‘John thinks the conclusion of the paper to be uninteresting.’
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At some point of the derivation of（16）, the EPP-feature of C requires one DP to
occupy the Spec of CP, according to（14）. Given the Maximal Matching
Condition（MMC）proposed in Takahashi（2002, as in（17）, the derivation
yields the structure in either（18a）or（18b）. 
（17） Maximal Matching Condition （MMC）
Agree applies to a probe and an active goal if the goal induces maximal
matching effects with the probe. 
（18） a.［vP［CP sono ronbun-oi［TP ti keturon-o tumaranai］C-to］omotte-iru］
<Acc>      <Acc>        <EPP>
b.［vP［CP keturon-oi［TP sono ronbun-o ti tumaranai］C-to］omotte-iru］
<Acc>      <Acc>        <EPP>
Then, ECM applies to sono ronbun-o in（18a）and ketsuron-o in（18b）. However,
this leaves the Case-feature of ketsuron-o in（18a）and that of sono ronbun-o
in（18b）unchecked, which causes the derivations to crash. Thus, the
ungrammaticality of（16）is due to the fact that multiple Agree between the
matrix verb and possible（accusative）goals fails to apply. That is,（16）is
excluded syntactically（i.e. not morphologically, as will be clear soon）.
On the other hand, such a problem does not arise in the derivation of（10b）, repeated
below as（19）. The derivation yields the structure in（20）at some stage.
（19） ?? John-ga［TP sono ronbun-o keturon-o      tumaranaku］ omotte-iru
John-Nom the paper-Acc conclusion-Acc uninteresting-Inf think-Pres
‘John thinks the conclusion of the paper to be uninteresting.’
（20）［vP［TP sono ronbun-o keturon-o tumaranaku］omotte-iru］
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Note that the complement clause in（20）is TP, not CP, as has been argued. Thus,
（20）is not subject to the constraint in（13）. Note also that there is no phase, such
as CP, between the probe and the possible goals for ECM. Therefore there is no
reason to prohibit the derivation in which（covert）Agree applies to both sono
ronbun-o and keturon-o in（20）simultaneously: since the two DPs would induce
the same matching effects with the probe, the two DPs undergo Agree
simultaneously, according to the MMC in（17）. Thus,（19）, in which multiple
Agree is applied, is not syntactically filtered out. Rather, its somewhat odd status is
due to the “surface” double-o constraint（e.g. Shibatani 1978, Hiraiwa 2002）. 
To sum up the proposed analysis, the contrast between（10a）and（10b）, i.e.（16）
and（19）, can be accounted for by reducing the multiple occurrence of o to the
possibility of multiple Agree. That is, as a consequence of the Phase
Impenetrability Condition, multiple Agree is impossible in ECM constructions
with finite complements, but it is possible in ECM constructions with infinitival
complements. In this sense, the double-o “filter” does not have to be postulated at
the abstract level, but only at the surface level （cf. Shibatani 1978, Hiraiwa
2002c）. Thus we can draw the following conclusions in（21a, b）: 
（21） a. In ECM constructions with finite complements, the MAOC is illicit
for syntactic reasons, i.e. the failure of multiple Agree. This induces
the same effect as the “abstract” double-o constraint. 
b. In ECM constructions with infinitival complements, the MAOC is
syntactically licit, but it is subject to the “surface” double-o
constraint. 
Note that in contrast to the “abstract” constraint, the “surface” constraint results
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only in marginality. Thus,（10b）is more acceptable than（10a）. The difference
in status between（11a）and（11b）is captured in the same way. 
Our conclusions in（21a, b）make the following predictions:
（22） a. In ECM constructions with finite complements, neither clefting nor
insertion of adverbs can improve the acceptability of MAOCs.（The
reason is that, since multiple occurrences of o are prohibited at the
abstract（or syntactic）level, there is no room for the sentences to
improve.） 
b. In ECM constructions with infinitival complements, clefting or
insertion of adverbs can improve MAOCs.（The reason is that,
since multiple occurrences of o are prohibited simply at the surface
（or morphological）level, the surface structure which satisfies the
“surface” double-o filter is well-formed.） 
These predictions are confirmed by most of my informants although there are
slight variations among them: 
（23） a. * John-ga   kesa-no         Mary-o  yokogao-o  utukusii to kanzi-ta
John-Nom this morning-Gen Mary-Acc profile-Acc beautiful C
‘John felt Mary’s profile to be beautiful this morning.’
b. * John-ga  yokogao-o  utukusii to kanzita  no wa  
John-Nom profile-Acc beautiful C feel-Past C Top  
kesa-no    Mary-o da 
this morning Mary-Acc is 
‘The girl who John felt beautiful this morning is Mary,’
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c. * John-ga   kesa-no       Mary-o   kagayakanbakarini  yokogao-o 
John-Nom this morning-Gen Mary-Acc  luminously      profile-Acc
utukusii to kanzi-ta 
beautiful C feel-Past
‘John felt Mary’s profile to be luminously beautiful this morning.’
（24） a. ?? John-ga   kesa-no         Mary-o   yokogao-o  
John-Nom this morning-Gen  Mary-Acc profile-Acc 
utukusiku   kanzi-ta
beautiful-Inf feel-Past
‘John felt Mary’s profile to be beautiful this morning.’
b. ? John-ga   yokogao-o  utukusiku   kanzi-ta  no wa 
John-Nom profile-Acc  beautiful-Inf feel-Past C Top 
kesa-no         Mary-o  da 
this morning-Gen Mary-Acc is
‘The girl who John felt beautiful this morning is Mary,’
c. ? John-ga   kesa-no       Mary-o   kagayakanbakarini yokogao-o 
John-Nom this morning-Gen Mary-Acc luminously      profile-Acc
utukusiku   kanzi-ta 
beautiful-Inf feel-Past
‘John felt Mary’s profile to be luminously beautiful this morning.’
（23a）, which contains a finite complement, does not improve if clefting（（23b））
or insertion of an adverb（（23c））is applied. On the other hand,（24a）, which
contains an infinitival complement, improves if clefting（（24b））or insertion of
an adverb（（24c））is applied. These results support the proposed analysis. 
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4. Summary
In this paper, I have pointed out that there is a contrast with respect to
acceptability between multiple accusatives in ECM constructions with finite
complements and those in ECM constructions with infinitival complements. Then I
have argued that our proposal can correctly predict the contrast.
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